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My Adventure at the 

World’s Toughest Mudder 
 
By Whitney Tilson, 11/17/16 

(The latest version of this pdf is posted at: www.tilsonfunds.com/TilsonWTM.pdf)  

 

This past weekend I did the World's Toughest Mudder, a 24-hour obstacle course endurance race on the 

shores and nearby hills of Lake Las Vegas. It was a memorable adventure and exceeded all of my 

expectations: it was incredibly fun, I didn’t injure myself (though in the days afterward, I’ve never been 

so sore!), and I did far better than I expected, completing 75 miles and nearly 300 obstacles, which 

placed me in the top 5% of the 1,240 finishers – and I won the 50+ age category! Here I am at the finish: 

 

http://www.tilsonfunds.com/TilsonWTM.pdf
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It was especially fun because Susan was there as my “pit crew”, feeding me after every lap, bringing me 

dry/warm gear, giving me encouragement, etc. As with most things I achieve, I couldn’t have done it 

without her! Below are some of her amazing pictures, and I’ve posted three short video clips she took of 

me doing two obstacles and at the finish here (other participants posted these two videos of all of the 

obstacles and of the entire race). 

 

Here’s a picture of us setting up camp on Saturday morning with my buddy (and former Navy SEAL 

and professional triathlete) Mark James: 

 

https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc
https://youtu.be/PYBr1gX56j8
https://youtu.be/PYBr1gX56j8
https://youtu.be/sp6g_ilT6N8
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Here’s a picture of the Mudder Village, showing our tent at the far end:  

 
 

Here’s a picture of us at the start a couple of hours before the race: 

 
 

Our tent 
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Here we are a few minutes before the start: 

 
 

The crowd pressed against the course moments before the start: 
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At exactly noon, ~1,300 people pressed across the line and up the first hill: 

 
 

Here’s a map of the five-mile course: 
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My Goals 

I had three goals:  

 

1) Have fun. This was a given: what could be more fun than having 24 hours to horse around in a 

gigantic playground with more than 1,000 like-minded, friendly people?! Seriously! Some of my fondest 

memories from my childhood are when I was playing with my buddies and we’d go swim, hike, crawl 

around in the mud, climb everything in sight, etc. – so now I get to do this as a (sort of) adult! 

 

2) Not get injured. This was going to be a tough one, as I have little experience with (and did minimal 

training for) hiking/jogging a long distance. “So,” you might be thinking, “if something starts to hurt, 

stop!” I agree, logically speaking, it’s nuts to continue on through pain, especially at my age. One race 

isn’t worth a real injury. I plan to live at least another 50 years and want to be healthy, active and pain-

free for the rest of my life! 

 

That said, I’m really competitive and have a high pain threshold, so I might have kept on going even if 

some part of my body (most likely a knee or hamstring) was really hurting. Fortunately, this didn’t 

happen. 

 

3) Complete 50 miles (10 laps) for my 50
th

 birthday (which was nine days earlier on Nov. 1
st
). This was 

also going to be tough, as I’m not a runner. I don’t like it – I find it boring and unpleasant (if not painful) 

– so I don’t go for a run very often (I mostly play basketball and tennis). And when I do, I’m slow: even 

on a flat road, with running shoes, doing only a few miles, I get uncomfortable if I try to go faster than 

an 8-minute mile, which any serious runner would laugh at. Prior to this, the only long-distance run I’d 

done in my entire life was the NYC Marathon last year (click here for details), and when I crossed the 

finish line, I was so spent that I don’t think I could have run another 100 yards – and that was after only 

four hours of running! 

 

So you can see why I wasn’t sure whether I’d be able to do nearly double that distance, especially with 

the added difficulty of going up and down hills, over unstable terrain, much of it at night, being wet all 

the time – oh, and did I forget to mention 20 obstacles every lap (see below for my pics and comments 

about each one; also, one of the participants posted this video of all of them).  

 

Given that completing 50 miles was highly questionable, if you’d asked me whether I could do 75, I 

would have laughed and given you 100-to-1 odds against it. And had you asked if I could do 75 miles 

not only without injury, but no blisters or chafing, only a few minor scrapes and bruises, and no stomach 

trouble after the first two laps, I would have given you 1,000-to-1 odds. 

 

But I did, stunningly enough: I ended up finishing 58
th

 overall (behind 50 guys and 7 women) among the 

1,240 individual competitors (1,041 men and 199 women), and in my age group (50+), I was the only 

one to complete 75 miles (of 62 men and six women). In fact, even in the next-youngest age category 

(the 100 male and 9 female finishers age 45-49), only one person did 75. (The race results are posted 

here.)  

 

I’m really pleased that I did so well – and, frankly, totally shocked, as this race attracted hard-core 

obstacle course racers from all over the world. I’m not a religious person, but what happened last 

weekend was truly a miracle. 

 

  

http://www.tilsonfunds.com/TilsonNYCMarathon.pdf
https://youtu.be/PYBr1gX56j8
http://m.raceresults360.com/v1/index.html?racekey=2GOsjo#search
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Race Description and Unique Challenges 

In total, I completed three back-to-back-to-back marathons (according to my GPS watch, an unofficial 

total of ~78 miles due to penalties and pit stops; here is the report of my Garmin watch before the 

battery died after 10 laps) over the course of 25 hours and 12 minutes (I know, it’s billed as a 24-hour 

race, but as long as you start a lap before noon on Sunday, you have until 1:30pm to finish it), with 20 

obstacles each lap, some of which I found quite easy and quick, but others were really tiring.  

 

I and almost all of the other racers were going quite slowly – I was actually walking (ok, speed hiking) 

all of the uphills (1/3 of the course). Where I made up time, however, was in two areas: a) I jogged the 

flats and downhills (albeit at a slow ~10-minute-mile pace) and; b) nailed all but one of the 20 obstacles 

on all 15 laps, so I didn't have to do many penalties (maybe a total of 10), which typically involved 

walking/jogging extra distance, often with a sandbag (racers who did every penalty had to do a total of 

two extra miles – 40% more distance – every lap!). (Although I never did the penalty, I did get ~15 

severe electric shocks – like sticking your finger in a socket – over the course of the race at one obstacle 

called Operation – ouch!)  

 

My Race Plan – and What Really Happened 

My plan to achieve 50 miles was to run 30 miles (6 laps) before midnight, sleep until 4am, and then 

complete the remaining 20 miles (4 laps) by noon. What really happened reminds me of the famous 

saying, “No battle plan survives contact with the enemy”! 

 

The first hour was a sprint in which everyone ran the course with no obstacles until a horn sounded at 

1pm and all of them opened simultaneously – at points it got very dusty as you can see in the lower left 

picture (these four pictures were taken by Brad Kerr, father of one of the racers – thank you!): 

 

https://connect.garmin.com/modern/activity/1447951366
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I wanted to take advantage of not having to stop for obstacles (and staying dry) and also didn’t want to 

be behind too many other racers once the obstacles opened, as the lines could be long, so I pushed 

myself moderately hard and covered a respectable 6.2 miles, bypassing the first 25 obstacles (20 on the 

first lap and the first 5 on the second lap). (I was really chagrined, however, to barely miss passing 

Operation (by maybe 50 feet), so I started with two nasty electric shocks.) 

 

I wasn’t feeling very comfortable on the first two laps – my Achilles tendons were burning and I felt 

early cramping in my upper legs – but I stretched a bit, and the pain went away. As my body got 

accustomed to what I was putting it through, I cranked out five laps averaging a bit over 80 minutes (not 

counting pit stops) so, much to my surprise, I completed 30 miles long before midnight (at 8:38pm to be 

precise) and was still feeling good so I decided to keep going.  

 

I ate a lot right before I went out on my next (7
th

) lap and my stomach felt lousy the entire time, so when 

I finished 35 miles at 10:26pm, I told Susan she could go back to the hotel because I would just do one 

more lap and go to sleep. Then she could come back in the morning and help me with the last two laps 

to hit 50 miles. 

 

Since I only had one more lap to go that night, I ate light at that pit stop and, to my surprise, that lap 

(which ended just after midnight) was my best in many hours – my stomach had settled down, my body 

felt strong, and I was running with a nice guy I was enjoying chatting with (Pieter Joubert, a South 

African now living in Minnesota; see pic below), so I said to myself, “What the heck, let’s do another 

lap and see how I feel.” And basically that’s what happened the rest of the race. I was feeling good and 

having fun, so why stop? 
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Plus, as I passed 40 miles, I was already starting to think about the coveted 75-mile silver bib (Tough 

Mudder has awards for competitors who finish 25 miles (a patch), 50 miles (a brown bib; 639 people 

achieved this, 52% of the finishers), 75 miles (a silver bib; only 62 (5%) achieved this) and 100 miles 

(an orange jacket; an unprecedented 7 guys this year)). 

 

I did the math and figured out that if I could maintain a pace of roughly 100 minutes per lap (I’d been 

averaging 85 for the previous six laps) and keep my pit stops to around 10 minutes, I could (just barely) 

complete 75 miles. So even though it was still 12-13 hours away, I thought to myself, “Why not give it a 

shot? I’ll just keep on truckin’ until I hit the proverbial wall and/or my body breaks down.”  

 

But neither of these things happened – to the very end, I wasn’t in any pain (though my legs were 

increasingly fatigued) and everything was completely steady: my heartrate, breathing, body temperature, 

pace (my last five laps were 101, 96, 99, 99 and 99 minutes) and, perhaps most importantly, my mind. It 

was very Zen-like – during the long night, when I knew I had 50 miles in the bag and was thinking about 

stopping and going to sleep in my tent, there was an incredible full moon, not a cloud in the sky, and I 

was just in a zone, running alone most of the time (though I said hi to most people I passed and did a 

couple of laps each with two guys going at my pace (thank you Pieter and also Eric Jenkins!; it’s a really 

nice community of people as crazy as I am!). 

 

Here’s a picture of Eric Jenkins (on the right) and me at the finish (I don’t know who the guy in the 

middle is): 
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And here’s a pic with Sean Corvelle, the Master of Ceremonies at most TM races, a great guy who gives 

motivational speeches beforehand, etc. 
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Q&A 
 

Why do you do races like this? 

I’ve always liked big challenges; they keep me motivated to get/stay in good shape; I really enjoy them 

– not the running, but the obstacles; and they’re very social. I often do them with friends and family (my 

76-year-old mom, 75-year-old dad, wife, three teenage daughters and many cousins have all done races 

with me), plus I’ve made many new friends. It’s a great group of people and there’s something about 

shared suffering that bonds people! 

 

How does this race differ from other endurance races? 

I’ve never done any other endurance race, but from what I’ve read of them, this race was different 

because we had to contend with: 

 

 The obstacles (see photos and description of each below). There were a bunch of new ones and I 

found all of them fun and challenging, but after 200+, they take a lot out of you! Note that they 

tended to be very quick (if you completed them and avoided the penalty). How quick? I ran the 

first lap (a sprint of the course, skipping the obstacles) in 48 minutes and the second in 64 – the 

only difference was that I only skipped five obstacles on the second lap before they all opened at 

1pm, meaning I did 14 obstacles on that lap. Thus, using my powers of higher math, each 

obstacle (including waiting in a couple of short lines and doing a quick penalty walk at Twinkle 

Toes) took just over one minute. 

 

 Wild temperature swings, both within each lap and between laps. After every lap, racers can go 

back to their pit (tent area) to rest, eat, and change into dry and warmer/cooler gear, but that 

wastes time (my tent was at least 250 yards from the start/finish area) and it can be very tricky 

figuring out what to wear for a given lap. Last year, 300+ people had to stop soon after the sun 

went down because they got caught on the course when the temperature quickly dropped into the 

40s and they became hypothermic. Fortunately, this year it was unseasonably warm: a blazing 

hot 80 degrees at the beginning and ending hours of the race, so a lot of guys went out wearing 

nothing but shorts and (the required) racing bib, but after a couple of dips in the cold lake, they 

were shivering. And then, after the second lap for most people, the sun was about to set and each 

of us had to decide what warmer gear to put on – guess wrong, and you might freeze…or 

overheat…or both (in fact, both were possible on the same leg, as the air temperature remained 

fairly warm (a low of only 55 in the middle of the night), yet the lake water was always cold). 

 

 Speaking of being wet, that was constant because four obstacles on every lap (five once The 

Cliff opened at midnight) required you to completely submerge yourself (plus on three other 

obstacles, if you failed to complete them you fell into water, so some people were getting wet 

eight times every lap). This had a number of implications that made this race much more 

challenging than a typical endurance race:  

a) It makes it very difficult to regulate your body temperature. In the first and last miles, we 

were submerged three times in lake water (which never warmed up, unlike the two 

pits/pools of water elsewhere on the course), so it was easy to get chilled at the start and 

end of every lap. But for the three miles in the middle of the course, when we were hiking 

up and down the hills, our physical exertion heated us up, yet there was only one water 

obstacle, so if you wore a wetsuit to stay warm during the first and last miles, you were 
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likely overheating in the middle of the course. (See the Q&A below for how I was able to 

solve this problem.) 

b) During the night you need to wear thick neoprene (3mm scuba diving) gloves to keep 

your fingers warm, which makes the many climbing/gripping obstacles extra difficult. 

c) Every time you go into the water, hike/jog through sand/dirt, and crawl through mud, 

pebbles can get in your shoes, which forces you to run through the discomfort and hope it 

goes away, or take the time to stop and shake them out. 

d) Your waterlogged feet swell, making your shoes too tight or requiring you to change into 

a larger pair (which thought I did only once, at the long pit stop from 3-4am, going from 

a size 10 to a 10.5 pair of identical shoes – except I didn’t have my glasses and only 

realized when I got home that I’d switched to another pair of size 10s – LOL!). 

e) Trying to run a race while wearing a wetsuit (I put on my thin 3mm one at maybe 9pm 

and changed into my thick 5mm one at 3am) can cause chafing; was constricting, making 

it harder to climb, jump, etc.; and added a lot of extra bulk and weight, which got really 

tiring as I hiked/jogged mile after mile. Ditto for my constantly wet shoes and socks. 

Here’s a picture of me in my warmest gear when I tried it on a home before the race 

(thankfully, I never needed the goggles during the race): 
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 The course map says there was 817 feet of elevation gain (and loss) per lap, but my Garmin GPS 

watch says it was 1,000 feet – either way, that’s a lot of hiking up and down over 15 laps (by the 

end, the down was harder than the up because my quads were spent). 

 

 The terrain was very loose and unstable – maybe half of the course was on various packed dirt 

roads, but the rest was sand and gravel with lots of rocks, which made it very difficult to jog at 

any pace, especially at night, as the risk of rolling your ankle was high (I fortunately only rolled 

an ankle once, I think on mile 38; it was quite painful for a few minutes and I thought it might 

affect me going forward, but I’ve had countless ankle rolls playing basketball over the years, so 

the pain soon faded and it didn’t bother me any further). 

 

How does this compare to an Ironman? 

I don’t know, as I’ve never done one (not even a half or an Olympic-distance one – nor do I intend to). It 

also depends on how many laps you run at the WTM. But my buddy Mark James, who (long ago) ran 

the Kona (Hawaii) Ironman 10 years in a row when he was a professional triathlete, told me that the 60 

miles he did at the race last weekend was massively harder than any of the Ironmans because: a) it’s 

twice as long (timewise); and b) you can’t get into a rhythm like you can at an Ironman (biking for six 

hours straight, for example). (I also later learned that he sprained his arm halfway through the race when 

he fell and put his arm out to brace his fall!) 

 

What conditioning/experience is needed? 

None is required – and I saw a few seriously out-of-shape/overweight people out there. They have my 

total respect, as this is really hard even if you’re in great shape. 

 

But if you want to do well – say, complete 50 miles, as slightly more than half of last weekend’s 

participants did – then you need: a) a very high level of fitness (this is 24 hours of pretty sustained effort, 

so as one benchmark, you should be able to run a marathon in under five hours; ideally four); b) a high 

degree of athleticism (in order of importance: balance/coordination, lower body strength, upper-body 

strength, and flexibility); and c) fearlessness.  

 

How did you train for this? 

Obviously the best way to train for a long-distance trail race is to do a lot of long-distance trail running. 

However, I did very little – I just don’t have the time or interest, and worry about getting chronic 

injuries that all aged runners seem to have, so instead I did hour-long (but typically very intense) 

workouts pretty much every day (and in the weeks before the race, twice a day).  

 

In a typical week, I play hard pick-up basketball a few times, a couple of hours of tennis once or twice, 

do a ridiculously hard hour-long workout with a trainer once or twice (often wearing a 20-lb. weight 

vest), and ride my bike a few miles a day to get to and from meetings – and that’s pretty much it.  

 

Then, maybe one weekend a month, I do some sort of race/challenge: a Tough Mudder or Spartan race 

(typically two laps) if there’s one in the area (I’m not one of those folks who travels all over the country 

to do these races), the Bear Mountain Half Marathon in May, I climbed Mt. Blanc in July and the 

Matterhorn in August, etc. Thus, I was reasonably mentally and physically prepared, but this race took it 

to a whole new level. 

 

While my running training was laughably inadequate (though to repeat what I noted above, I do think 

there’s something to be said for not burning out your legs and getting plagued with injuries, especially at 
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my age, by putting too many miles on your legs), I did work hard on building my grip and upper-body 

strength, which I think is the second most important area, as 2/3 of the obstacles demanded this. They 

were all somewhat different – climbing a cargo net, doing monkey bars, using pegs to pull yourself up a 

wall, etc. – but they all boiled down to being able to grip something and pull your body up.  

 

There’s a simple test for this: how many consecutive pull-ups can you do? For a race like this, the 

answer should be at least 10. A year and a half ago, I peaked at 26, but overdid it and partially tore my 

right elbow tendon, so I had to rest it for more than a year, but I trained hard and got back up to 20. That 

was key for me, as I only incurred 10 time-and-energy-consuming penalties during the entire race 

(mostly on Funky Monkey – see description below). 

 

(For those of you who live in NYC and have an interest in a personal trainer, I highly recommend the 

two I use (once a week each): Richard Louis of FitSpace NYC (rplouisnyc@gmail.com) and Carlos 

Munoz at Definitions (munozcelo@aol.com). If you want to save money, a friend recently told me about 

Tone House, which is known for having the toughest group workouts in NYC; I did it twice earlier this 

month and agree with this assessment!)  

 

In light of your “laughably inadequate” running training, why didn’t your body break down? 

1) I got lucky;  

2) I jogged slowly during the race and walked all of the uphills;  

3) My workouts with my trainers are super intense – pretty much everything to failure – which I think 

has really toughened up my joints, muscles, ligaments and tendons (and my mind!); and  

4) I’ve become a big fan this year of shiatsu massage (I go to a place in NYC with a cult following 

called Salon de Tokyo). In your mind, you may be thinking of an elegant spa with candles and mood 

music in which you receive a relaxing backrub from a hot person of the opposite sex – but what I get at 

Salon de Tokyo is the opposite: a little Chinese women (ask for Mimi), holding onto a bar in the ceiling, 

stands on my back and legs and applies every ounce of pressure onto one-inch areas. It’s so painful! But 

I can hear and feel my tight joints and muscles loosening up. 

 

What was the hardest part? 

The hardest thing for me was to just keep on going for 25+ hours. Thankfully, I love obstacles – they 

keep me entertained. Had this been a 24-hour ultramarathon, I would have gone crazy from boredom 

after a few hours and stopped.  

 

How did you manage doing half of the race without a pit crew? 

Because I was a rookie at this race, I was assigned the worst tent spot at the far end of the pit camp down 

by the lake (on the far right in this photo), at least 300 yards from the start/finish area (on the far left): 

 
 

If I’d had to go all the way to my tent and back after each lap during the second half of the race, I’d 

never have made 75 miles, so I did two things: 

Start My tent Where I left 

my wagon 

Orphan 

tent 

mailto:rplouisnyc@gmail.com
mailto:munozcelo@aol.com)
http://www.tonehouse.com/
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1) I filled my wagon with the food and gear I thought I’d need and left it in the corner of an empty tent 

spot close to the start/finish area; and 

 

2) I twice visited the “orphan tent” (for the many racers with a pit crew). I owe a huge debt of gratitude 

to the kind folks there who took care of me (even though I hadn’t registered with them) when I needed 

some hot soup (on the first stop) and a salt tablet and a peanut butter and jelly sandwich (on the second 

stop). Thank you! 

 

What were the keys to success in this race, based on your personal experience and observation of 

others? 

1) Being in shape, both running/endurance and upper-body strength. 

 

2) Staying warm – but not overheating (see comments below). 

 

3) Drinking enough water and ingesting enough calories (~400/hour?) to keep your body going. This is 

hard because when you’re exercising you often don’t feel like eating – but if you wait until you feel 

hungry, it’s too late: you can’t recover and you’re gonna bonk. Thus, it’s critical to force-feed yourself 

at every pit stop, however crappy it makes your stomach feel. (You can train for this, though I didn’t.) 

 

4) Controlling your pace so you never get winded or overheated. 

 

5) Pushing with your (much stronger) legs rather than pulling with your arms on numerous obstacles, 

which preserves arm/grip strength (any rock climber will tell you how important this is). There’s not 

much you can do other than be as fast as you can on pure grip/upper-body tests like Stage 5 Clinger, 

Pyramid Scheme, Funky Monkey, Double Rainbow and Kong. But you can do Augustus Gloop, Giant 

Wedgie, The  Grappler, Abeseil, Backstabber, Ladder to Hell and The Gamble using 90% legs, with 

arms mainly for balance. 

 

6) Being assertive in asking for assistance. I recall two instances when women at Humpchuck and 

Backstabber were quite hesitant in asking for assistance; had I not offered to help, they might have 

struggled for quite some time. I think they felt like they didn’t want to bother the more fit, faster racers, 

who might resent being slowed down. Nothing could be further from the truth. We’re all part of one big 

team and family, so every single person out there, even the elite racers going for max distance and prize 

money, is happy to help another Mudder. But don’t assume that we know you want/need help – some 

people take pride in completing obstacles without assistance – so you need to ask!  

 

7) Communicate clearly about what assistance you need. For example, I needed help every time on 

Everest 2.0, so when I was ready to run, I made eye contact with the people at the top, made sure they 

were ready for me, yelled “Two hands!”, and then held up both hands in the position I’d have them. 

Then, once they’d grabbed me and pulled my hands up to where I had a grip on the top, I said, “Let go” 

because I could pull myself up (i.e., I didn’t need them to grab one of my legs). 

 

8) Knowing when to give up on an obstacle you were never going to complete (to save energy and 

preserve grip strength) – yet also doing every obstacle possible (to avoid time- and energy-sapping 

penalties). Examples abounded: a) why take a penalty on Everest – there were always people at the top 

to pull you up; b) on Operation, assuming you don’t have medical issues, just prepare yourself to get 

shocked and do it!; c) once The Cliff opened, it was a gift, as it saved a long run and/or swim, so I 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B017ITWD5A
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strongly suggest overcoming the fear of jumping and doing it. 

9) If you’re not sure if you have enough time to make a particular milestone (25, 50 or 75 miles), it’s 

okay to ask to cut a line. In general, cutting is frowned upon for obvious reasons, but on the last 2-3 laps, 

when I knew I didn’t have much time to spare to hit 75 miles (I ended up finishing only 18 minutes 

before the 1:30pm course closure), on maybe 4-6 obstacles where there were lines, I went right to the 

front and said, “Hi, I’m really tight on hitting 75 miles. Do you mind if I go ahead of you?” And in each 

case, the answer was something along the lines of, “Sure, go for it, good luck!” Every Mudder is always 

willing to help out a fellow Mudder! 

 

How did you maintain your body temperature and not get too hot or too cold? 

Everyone seemed to have pretty much the same gear: a light top and shorts/tights for the hot weather at 

the start, some sort of transition gear (maybe a thin “shorty” wetsuit) as the sun went down, and a thin 

(3mm) full-body wetsuit and a heavy (5mm) one (this was the one I bought) for the night – plus 

associated hoods and gloves of varying types/thicknesses. 

 

But there was a big difference in how people used their gear. After last year, in which the temperature 

dropped faster and further (into the mid-40s), leading hundreds of racers getting hypothermia out on the 

course on only their second lap (the race started two hours later at 2pm), the conventional wisdom this 

year was to change into at least a shorty (if not a thin full-body wetsuit) before the sun went down.  

 

Doing so this year was a mistake, however, as the warm conditions just didn’t warrant it, so I stayed 

much lighter than most other racers until quite late, donning only a thin 1.5mm top after a couple of laps 

(you can see me wearing it in the picture of Pieter and me, above) and not putting on my thin wetsuit 

until nine hours into the race. 

 

But, in fairness, I had a huge advantage that, to my knowledge, no other racer had: I had the Quiksilver 

Mens Ps+Qs Heated Vest. This is a thin, sleeveless neoprene vest worn by cold-water surfers under their 

wetsuits. It has a heat pad covering the entire lower back, with a small (Snickers bar-sized) battery in a 

pocket on the hip with two settings: high and low.  

 

This vest was an absolute lifesaver for me. As I noted above, the first mile of the course involved being 

fully submerged in lake water twice so, especially at night, it was easy to get really cold – so I turned the 

heater onto high. Then, as I started into the hills, I turned it to low, and when I really started to warm up, 

turned it off for the rest of the lap. Then I turned it on again at each pit stop so I didn’t get chilled as I ate 

and rested. Because I only had it on maybe 15 minutes each lap, the battery lasted for the entire period I 

was wearing the vest (about half the race). (At around 3am, when I finally changed into my warmest 

wetsuit, I took off the Quicksilver vest and put on the new one developed by TM veteran Jason Rulo, 

which has six Hot Hands around the entire waist, which kept me even warmer (click here and here for 

more info about this).) 

 

Any tips on nutrition during the race? 

I brought 5x as much food as I could possibly eat because I had no idea what to expect and what I might 

be craving. You don’t just want to consume energy drinks and gel – that’s fine for short races, but won’t 

work for long ones.  

 

My main go-to “real food” was a rotisserie chicken that I consumed in pieces over the first half of the 

race. After each leg, I also ate a Snickers bar or bag of peanut M&Ms. I washed this down with three 

drinks:  

https://www.wetsuitwearhouse.com/PROD/777-XA625MB-44.html
https://www.wetsuitwearhouse.com/PROD/XD854MB.html
https://www.amazon.com/Quiksilver-Mens-Heated-Vest-Black/dp/B005MOG364
https://www.amazon.com/Quiksilver-Mens-Heated-Vest-Black/dp/B005MOG364
http://www.neptuneperformance.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/neptuneheat/
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a) Diet Coke (I like the taste, find it refreshing, and it has caffeine; I probably should have been drinking 

regular Coke (to add the sugar energy), but I stupidly didn’t have any!);  

b) Ensure Enlive (“all-in-one advanced nutrition shake” – a ton of protein and calories); and  

c) Tailwind (like Gatorade).  

 

I had an entire box of Gu, gummy shots, and energy jelly beans and didn’t touch them. Go figure. It 

worked for me… 

 

What would you have done differently/what will do you differently next year? 

1) Not much – pray that I get as lucky as I was this year. 

 

2) I gave more help than I received on the obstacles during the race, but feel like I could have done 

more. But then I likely wouldn’t have hit 75 miles – that’s a dilemma that I don’t face at regular TM 

races (which are untimed). 

 

3) I’d make sure I had two people in my pit crew – one person halfway out on the course who I could 

give instructions to, who could then call them back to the other person in the pit. 

 

4) I’d fly in earlier (we didn’t arrive until Friday night) and stay through the brunch on Monday (we 

took the redeye back on Sunday night), so we wouldn’t have been so rushed at both ends and could have 

been more social. 

 

How did you feel afterwards? 

Over the four days since the race ended, my upper body has been quite sore and my legs have never 

been more sore – really painful to sit down and stand up. I’ve been taking four Advil (800mg of 

ibuprofen) every four hours since the race ended (I only recall taking it twice during the race) to manage 

the pain and inflammation and I’ve needed Ambien to sleep. Today (Thursday) is the first day in which 

the pain has really subsided so I should be off the Advil and Ambien shortly. 

 

Is there actually any danger? 

Well, it depends on how you define danger. There are plenty of opportunities on many of the obstacles 

to slip and fall, get banged up, maybe even break a leg or arm, but there were no major injuries at this 

race – depending on how you define “major” I suppose. One guy posted this on FB (he ripped open his 

arm on the very first obstacle – and still did 55 miles!): 

 

I want to send a special thanks to Team 4 Eyes. When the horn blew after the sprint lap I was at 

Stage 5 Clinger and did a muscle up to get up and over but apparently ripped open my elbow. 

Wondering where the blood splatter on the obstacle was from, I quickly realized it was from my 

arm. I crawled down in total shock to see my arm opened up and thought immediately, “Well 

that's it, I'm done.” All the training and travel to get to those point was done on the first obstacle. 

Team 4 Eyes came over and quickly snapped me out of it. They took my buff from my neck and 

compressed it tightly around my arm and ran with me over to a medic. If it wasn't for them 

telling me I was fine I'm not sure how the rest of the race would have been. Unfortunately 

because a medic can't assist while on course, I had to run and complete the remaining 4 miles of 

obstacles. 7 stitches and 25 minutes in the medical tent later I was back out on the course and 

met up with those 3 guys from that team around Twinkle Toes. The camaraderie that I 

experienced throughout the 24 hours was like nothing I have ever seen. Coolest thing I have ever 

done in my life! 
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Another guy fell on Kong going across a strapline in the middle of the night, dropping ~15 feet – which 

happened countless times, except he had the misfortunate of falling right in between two big airbags 

(you can see it happen at 2:52:55 on this video). He could have been seriously injured, but after being 

down for about a minute, he continued and also completed 55 miles. 

 

And there’s plenty of opportunity to mess yourself up jumping 35’ off The Cliff. If you land slightly 

wrong, you can break your tailbone (on one jump, I was leaning back a tiny bit and bruised it, and the 

female winner a couple of years ago, Amelia Boone, actually broke it – but kept on racing and won!). 

 

But if you define danger as the risk of death, you were probably more likely to die driving to/from the 

airport (15 miles away) than you were on the course. That said, at a regular Tough Mudder race in 2013, 

a guy drowned years ago when someone else jumped on him, knocked him out, and nobody noticed 

until it was too late. And just a month ago at a Tough Mudder in New Jersey, I saw a guy being rushed 

off the course on a stretcher on the back of a cart and heard the next day that he’d died of a heart attack 

(he looked to be very obese – it’s not a good idea to do any highly strenuous physical activity if you’re 

really out of shape). 

 

Did you win your age category by a hair – was it a photo finish? 

No. No other person age 50+ did 75 miles. The #2 guy did 70 miles (and could have easily beaten my 

time had he run one more lap, as he was 2 hours, 18 minutes ahead of me after 70 miles, but he stopped 

– I don’t know why). The #3 guy did 65 miles, and three guys did 60 miles, so there was a lot of 

dispersion at the top. (The #1 woman age 50+ did 55 miles.) (7 of the 38 teams also beat me – there was 

a $100,000 prize for any team that hit 100 miles, so I think this attracted some top competitors.) 

 

Given that you just turned 50 two weeks ago, didn’t that give you an advantage over others in the 

50+ age category? 

Hell yeah! I need to hurry up and do more of these races before I lose my advantage! ;-)  

 

Seriously, I would have finished #2 among the 100 male and 9 female finishers aged 45-49 and #8 

among 138 men and 26 women aged 40-44, so I did well even among those 5-10 years younger.  

 

What advice would you give to Tough Mudder for future WTMs? 
1) People love getting recognition: patches, bibs, awards, etc. I think having a patch for 25 miles and a 

bib at 50 miles (which 52% of finishers achieved) is just right, but having the next bib at 75 miles 

(which only 5% achieved) is too much. I saw a lot of folks get 50 miles and then mentally or literally 

stop, even though they could have kept going for another lap or two, because they knew 75 was out of 

reach. Why not have a 60-mile bib? Also, why not have awards by age categories (selfishly speaking!)? 

 

2) I think some of the obstacles/penalties need to be made more difficult. I know a lot of folks struggled 

with many of the obstacles, especially in the second half of the race, and thus will surely disagree with 

me, but this is the world championship, not a regular TM race. My general feeling is that a 50-year-old 

like me should have been failing more obstacles than Funky Monkey 1/3 of the time. Specifically, I’d 

suggest: 

 Humpchuck: make the wall 1-foot higher. 

 Stage 5 Clinger: this was a good, tough obstacle – but then, after only two laps, they put up 

ladders and nets, making it much easier. I’d suggest not putting up the ladder and nets until, say, 

10pm, and then remove them at 6am (like Funky Monkey). 

https://livestream.com/ToughMudder/events/6614907/videos/141754662
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 Operation: as I took the shock ~15 times, I didn’t think it was fair that the penalty was so easy. In 

general, I think penalties should be much harsher for obstacles people choose to skip (vs. those 

they simply don't have the strength for). Thus, rather than putting Arctic Enema (a brutal 

obstacle because it chills you to the bone) as a penalty for The Gambler, I’d put it here. 

 The Grappler: for the entire second half of the race, the folks running this obstacle allowed racers 

to run up and grab the rope and start climbing as long as someone was still on it. Don’t. Make 

every person throw the rope (and if they can’t hook it by their third try, it’s off to the penalty). 

 Double Rainbow: this looked so intimidating – yet ended up being much too easy. There’s a 

simple fix: move the second bar two feet further away, thereby requiring a release and then a 

catch. 

 Kiss of Mud: a great obstacle, but should have been 50-100% longer. 

 Twinkle Toes: the beam should be a tiny bit skinnier and five feet longer. 

 Kong: should have been five feet longer. 

 The Cliff: I never did the penalty, but heard it wasn’t so bad. If someone is going to skip this bad 

boy, then there should be a high price. 

 

3) Add another water station on the course. No matter how much water/Cellucor I drank at the first 

station, I was parched by the top of the hill a mile and a half later. 

 

4) There was a lot of pee (mine included!) in the water at Block Ness Monster and Turducken, which 

didn’t bother me but is sort of unsanitary. Maybe pour chlorine into the water at those obstacles 

regularly? 

 

5) Why not set up a tent and strike a deal with a local place to provide a bunch of masseuses to give 

quick 5-10 minute massages to racers for $10 or $20? I think racers would really appreciate it and (in 

response to folks who think it would be too much over-the-top pampering) it might help reduce injuries. 

 

6) Put a few Port-a-Potties near the start/finish area for use just by racers – the closest ones were much 

too far away. 

 

How much does it cost?  

Registration was $550, but that’s just the start. If you don’t have the gear, you can easily drop $1,000 (I 

spent quite a bit more, but I was over the top for sure), plus flights and hotel – not just for you, but your 

pit crew as well. It ain’t cheap (though it should be cheaper in future years, as I won’t have to buy any 

gear – I have enough for a decade I think)! 

 

What does Susan think of this? 

Not much. But she’s been endlessly loving and patient with me for nearly 26 years of my foolish 

escapades – and I haven’t killed myself yet! And she knows from long experience that if she raised 

doubts/concerns, it would just give me more motivation! And she takes comfort in my large life 

insurance policy… ;-) 

 

What ridiculous thing am I going to do next? 

I have no plans until next spring/summer when I hope to summit Mt. Blanc again, but this time ski down 

(likely in June), and climb the Eiger (but not the North Face!) in July or August. The bulls in Pamplona 

are also beckoning… 
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A Description of Each Obstacle 
 

(I highly recommend this 8-minute video one of the participants posted of all of the obstacles.) 

 

(For six obstacles, I include the pictures Susan took of me doing each one, but she couldn’t get out to the 

far-flung obstacles and still get back to the pit stop to support me, so I’ve included others’ pictures as 

well – a special hat tip to Brad Kerr.) 

 

Here’s the course map – they’re in the order of the clock/wheel on the left: 

 
 

  

https://youtu.be/PYBr1gX56j8
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Augustus Gloop 

This is a new obstacle that involves jumping in a neck-deep pool of water, wading under a fence 

(leaving 6-8 inches of breathing space), ducking your head into a tube, and climbing up it (using hand-

/foot-holds on either side) while a firehose poured a ton of lakewater on your head. This obstacle would 

be a nightmare for anyone who has a fear of water/drowning or is claustrophobic. 
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Humpchuck 

This involved wading/swimming across a short (maybe 100-foot) segment of the lake and climbing up a 

short, slick wall (with three horizontal planks) at the other end. If you had decent upper body strength, 

you could get up the wall by yourself; otherwise, other racers had to help. 
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Statue of Liberty 

On the map, this appears as the first obstacle, but it didn’t open until midnight (along with The Cliff), 

replacing Humpchuck (in other words, the first and last obstacles on the course were different in the 

second half of the race). Like Humpchuck, you had a swim a short distance in the lake, but instead of a 

wall at the end, you had to hold a lit touch (if you dropped it or the flame went out for any reason, you 

had to do it again). Being in the water at night was chilling, but otherwise it was an easy obstacle – and 

very cool visually, as you can see in these pics: 

  
 

Stage 5 Clinger 

This was another new obstacle that really challenged one’s upper body strength. You walked under the 

monkey bars to the wall, climbed up a couple of easy steps, turned around and used the monkey bars (or 

side rails) to work your way back to the front, then grabbed the front edge and turned yourself around 

again, and then (the hard part) you needed to pull yourself up onto the “roof” (the key was putting your 

feet on the diagonal side supports). They made this easier after a couple of laps by putting up rope 

ladders and cargo nets – here is a video of it then. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/toughmudder/videos/vb.121520047789/10154675716417790/?type=2&theater
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Giant Wedgie 
This is the huge A-frame cargo net that we ran under right after the start. It was simple – just climb up 

the net, over the top, and down – but it was long and tiring (and if you’re afraid of heights, look out!). 

Susan got many nice pics of it – and me doing it: 
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Here I am going up and down it: 
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Everest 

This is an iconic Tough Mudder obstacle, in which you run up a curved wall, grab the top, pull yourself 

over, and climb down. There was an interesting twist here: the left third of the wall (labeled Everest 1.0) 

was quite a bit shorter and had a plank to grip at the top, so it was much easier to do solo – I’d guess at 

least half of the racers could do it without assistance. The rest of the wall (labeled Everest 2.0) was 

higher and didn’t have as good of a grip, so very few folks could do it solo (myself included). Thus, 

racers had three choices: skip it entirely and do a penalty walk that included going in the lake (like 

Statue of Liberty without the torch); do Everest 1.0 and do a shorter penalty walk with only a bit of 

water; or do Everest 2.0 without penalty. 

 

Even though I’m not able to do Everest 2.0 solo (even when my legs are fresh), I opted for this every 

time because there were always fellow Mudders at the top who would grab my hands and pull me up 

(except for lap 15 when I had to take the penalty). Then, one of the people who helped me could leave 

and continue racing and I’d stay and help the Mudders behind me. (Racers are allowed to help each 

other on the course, but no spectators/pit crew are allowed to provide any assistance (water, food, a push 

up a wall, etc.) whatsoever – only in the pit area after each lap.) 

 

This picture shows how racers help each other: 
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(Funny story: my 76-year-old mother did a TM in New Hampshire with me in August. Unfortunately, 

she is the world’s slowest runner so when we came to Everest 2.0, she couldn’t get within a country mile 

of our outstretched hands. She had given up and was walking around it when a woman at the top 

suggested that we form a human pyramid at the base so my mom could climb up on top of us high 

enough to reach the people grabbing down from the top. As you can see from this video, it worked: 

https://youtu.be/EgNnqvO2zWA (4:31)! Everyone was cheering her and giving her high-fives!) 

 

Operation 

This was a new one that really messed with a lot of people (to some extent, myself included)! You stand 

in a couple inches of water, pick up a 10-foot metal pole with a hook at the end, poke it through a 4-inch 

hole, hook a rubber wristband hanging on a peg on a wall about six feet away, and then bring it back.  

 
 

Simple, right? Except there’s one catch: if your pole touches the side of the 4-inch hole (and maybe the 

peg? I was never sure), you get a heck of an electric shock – like putting your finger in an electric 

socket! While it wasn’t strong enough to cause me to drop the pole, it hurt like hell and caused me (and 

everyone else getting shocked) to yell loudly in pain (it must have been truly comical for spectators – 

LOL!). 

 

Making things worse, sometimes I got shocked even when I did it perfectly – apparently, if the person 

next to you got a shock, you would too because you were both standing in the same water. Now that’s 

frustrating! 

 

https://youtu.be/EgNnqvO2zWA
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Of the 15 times I completed this obstacle, I got through without a shock five times, got shocked once 

five times, and got shocked twice five times – 15 shocks in total – ARRRRRH! You can see why many 

competitors didn’t even try it – they just picked up a sandbag and did a short penalty walk. But I’m glad 

I did it for three reasons: 

1) I like the feeling of overcoming a mental challenge – knowing I was going to get jolted, but still 

persevering; 

2) In the middle and late stages of the race, I was often feeling really lethargic – and that jolt sure woke 

me up!; and 

3) Given that I completed 15 laps with only 18 minutes to spare, if I’d done this (or any other penalty) 

on every lap, I wouldn’t have made it. 

 

The Grappler 

This is a 50-foot cliff that you climb by grabbing onto the rope, which has lots of helpful knots. It was 

pretty straightforward the first couple of laps until they took the ropes away and left them coiled at the 

base. We then had to throw one end (which had a billiard-sized ball attached) up the cliff and hook it on 

the platform at the top, as you can see the guy doing in the top picture below. This was very difficult and 

they only gave you three attempts, after which you had to do a tough penalty walk. I was able to hook it 

on my 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 attempts for the next few laps – and then they made it much easier: if someone was 

going up the rope, they allowed you to grab the rope and climb it. 
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Abseil 
This is the exact opposite of The Grappler (and much easier): after a few minutes of walking along the 

top of the cliff, you rappelled down. Piece a cake (as long as you’re not afraid of heights)!  
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Pyramid Scheme 

This is a slick, sloping wall with two rope-stub handholds and a top rope. If you’re tall and have upper-

body strength, it wasn’t too hard, but many needed a push from the bottom and/or a hand from the top. 
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Funky Monkey 

This obstacle was my daddy – it’s the only one I failed repeatedly (much to my frustration – if you heard 

loud cursing, that was me!). It was a new twist on a classic TM obstacle. First (as in prior iterations of 

this obstacle) you had to go up a set of maybe a dozen monkey bars (see lower left picture of me doing 

so at another TM race). But then it got tricky: you had to reach to a horizontal wheel and spin around on 

it and grab a big vertical wheel (which I’m doing in the top picture), and then go down two more smaller 

vertical wheels to the landing platform (lower right picture).  
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I completed it two of the first three laps, but then failed the 4
th

 time because my grip and upper-body 

strength was fading. Fortunately, however, all night long they put a plank out so that you could skip the 

monkey bars and start on the top wheel, which made it quick enough that I was able to do it again. But 

then once the sun rose, they took the planks away for the last few laps and I never completed it again – I 

just went straight to the penalty walk (thankfully some clever Mudders had dumped most of the sand out 

of many of the bags, so that made the five-minute walk easier): 
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The Block Ness Monster 

This one requires a bunch of people working well as a team. As you can see from the series of pics 

below, everyone jumps into neck-deep water (this was the only water obstacle in the middle three miles 

of the course, so it felt really good most laps) and pushes on the rotating, triangular-shaped thingie (I 

don’t know what to call it). On each rotation, 1-2 people hold onto the top, are pulled over, and then 

grab the top and help keep it rotating so the others can get over. Then repeat this once more and you’re 

done – great fun! 
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Double Rainbow 

This was a new obstacle – a variation on the classic King of the Swingers. The best way to see it is 

Susan’s short video clip here: https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc. It started the same, with a jump, grab the 

handle of the bar, and swing down and up. But then, instead of stretching to ring the bell and dropping 

into the water, you grabbed another handle/bar and swung over to an airbag, thereby staying dry. If you 

had a lot of coordination and upper-body strength, you could quickly transfer one hand and then the 

other from the first handle to the second (as the guy is doing in the lower right picture below) or even 

release both hands from the first handle and grab the second, but I preferred the more conservative 

approach: grab the second handle by one hand (as I’m doing in the top picture), come to a complete stop 

as your body swings forward, then back, and then when it swings forward again, grab the second handle 

with your other hand and use two hands to get safely to the airbag (as I’m doing in the lower left 

picture). This required a lot of upper-body strength and, after the first few laps, a lot of people did a lot 

of swimming (plus a penalty walk). Fortunately, my technique worked for me until the very end – I 

nailed this one every time. 

 

https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc
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Backstabber 

This is a peg wall – use a peg to steady yourself as you take a big step up and stand on the narrow black 

lower plank, and then use two pegs plus jamming your feet in the notches on either side to get up and 

over. This was a required obstacle (meaning you couldn’t take a penalty walk), so there were a lot of 

folks helping out a lot of other folks… 
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Kiss of Mud 2.0 

This involved crawling under barbed wire through mud (and, at times, some muddy water) for maybe 50 

feet. I long ago discovered that there’s a hard way to do this – crawling – and an easy way – rolling. 

(You can see me doing so in Susan’s short video clip here: https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc.) Yes, the 

latter can make you a little dizzy, but relative to crawling it’s so much earlier and faster and you don’t 

get scraped up. I don’t know why most people haven’t figured this out – try it, you’ll like it! 

 
 

  

https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc
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Ladder to Hell 

This wasn’t particularly hard – it’s just that was at the highest point of the course, after a long uphill, so 

it felt hard! 
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Twinkle Toes 

The long uphill to Ladder to Hell is followed by an equally long downhill to Twinkle Toes, a classic 

obstacle that TM brought back for this race, which requires you to balance while walking 20 feet (with a 

little pyramid in the middle) across a 3-inch wide plank, with water below. The first time I was too slow 

and fell, but then figured it out and nailed it the rest of the time until they closed it about halfway 

through the race (I’m not sure why). 
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Turducken 

This requires you to pull yourself with a rope down a tube, drop into neck-deep water, crawl up and over 

a dirt wall (using a rope cargo net), go back into a second pool of water, duck your head for an instant 

under a log, and climb out using another net. It wasn’t hard and it was usually a nice cool-down, as it 

was the first water obstacle in three miles since Block Ness Monster. Here are a couple of pictures of it 

from other TM races (yes, that’s Mark James and Maxine Colvey on the left at TM Philadelphia this 

spring; both of them completed 60 miles at the WTM): 
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The Gamble 

A new variation on the standard wall obstacles – this was a long wall with six different ways to get over 

it, some easy and some quite hard. Which wall you had to tackle was determined by the roll of a die on a 

table in front of the obstacle. You weren’t allowed to re-roll, so if you rolled a number that corresponded 

with a section of the wall that was too difficult, you could do a penalty ice dip in Arctic Enema (a very 

bad idea, as it’ll freeze up and cramp your muscles). 
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Kong 

This was a fun new one. It started on a platform quite high up (another thrilling obstacle for those afraid 

of heights!) and you had to use five gymnastics rings to get other side – this was just pure upper-body 

strength. I had no problems with it the first two times, but barely made it across the third time – I had to 

use two hands on each ring – so I was feeling dread as I approached it a fourth time. But I was 

pleasantly surprised to see that they’d taken away the rings and put in two straight bars hanging down 

from chains, plus had added a slackline, so it was quite easy, requiring only balance, not upper-body 

strength. HOWEVER, this assumes that you were tall enough to stand on the slackline and be able to 

reach the bar – if not, it was much more difficult – and one guy had a very scary fall. Dropping 12 feet 

into the airbag was no big deal – it happened countless times – except he had the misfortunate of falling 

right in between two big airbags (you can see it happen at 2:52:55 on this video). He could have been 

seriously injured, but after being down for about a minute, he continued and completed 55 miles. 

 
 

  

https://livestream.com/ToughMudder/events/6614907/videos/141754662
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The Cliff 

This is the iconic obstacle at the World’s Toughest Mudder, and to build the suspense, they don’t open it 

until midnight. It’s very simple: step off a 35-foot platform, plunge feet-first into the lake, swim 100 feet 

to the other side and climb out using a rope cargo net. 

 

If you’re afraid of heights and/or water, this is your ultimate nightmare – 35 feet is REALLY HIGH! 

And there’s plenty of opportunity to get hurt because if you land slightly wrong, you can break your 

tailbone (on one jump, I was leaning back a tiny bit and bruised it, and the female winner a couple of 

years ago, Amelia Boone, actually broke it – but kept on racing and won!). 

 

If you wanted, you could skip it, but this required you to climb down to the shore and do a much longer 

swim, so it cost an extra five minutes at least I heard. I found it to be a thrill and enjoyed the half-dozen 

times I did it. 

 

That’s me! 
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Here’s a picture I liked of someone else jumping: 

 
 

After climbing out of the water, it was a short jog back to the finish/start area (the third short video clip 

here shows me finishing my 15
th

 and final lap): 

  

https://youtu.be/2QxAalZY6Tc
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Appendix 

 

Here is my lap report: 
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Here is my Garmin watch report for the first 10 laps (before the battery died – grrrr!): 
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Here are my mile splits from my watch (again, just the first 10 laps): 

 


